
The Extendable Rack is designed to allow easier access to
cooking foods. The slide arms extend as far as the standard
flat rack. The top section then extends even further, bringing
the food closer to the cook.

Use:
Grasp the front of the rack and pull straight out or push
straight in.  The rack will stop when fully extended or closed.

Caution:  Always place oven racks in desired
location while oven is cool. If rack must be moved while oven
is hot, use a potholder or oven mitt on both hands. Do not let
potholder touch hot heating element(s). Always use two
hands when removing or replacing an oven rack.

Caution:
When the rack is outside of the oven, slide arms do not lock.
They could unexpectedly extend if the rack is  carried
incorrectly. Extending slide arms could cause injury.  Rack
should only be held or carried by grasping the sides
(Fig. A) or the pan stops (Fig. B).
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Placing the Rack in the Oven:
1. With rack in the closed position, grasp rack from both

sides.

2. Slide back brackets (1 on each side) over desired rack
guide.
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Caution:  If rack is not inserted properly, food
items placed on the rack could tilt and spill causing injury.

Correct positioning - back
brackets straddle rack guides

Incorrect positioning - back
brackets do not straddle rack
guides

Note: The rack is not properly installed until the front
brackets are pushed beyond the front of the rack
guides and the rack drops into place.

Removing the Rack from the Oven:
1. With rack in the closed position, grasp both sections, lift

front of rack up and pull out until first bracket is beyond
the rack guide.

3. Slide rack along guides until front bracket meets guide.

4. Press up and in on front of rack until front brackets snap
into place.

5. Test rack operation. Pull out until it stops. The
rack should glide easily and be straight, not crooked. It
should not come all the way out of the oven. Verify that
back brackets straddle rack guide. If rack does not stop,
is crooked, or does not glide, remove and reinstall.

2. Grasp entire rack (including slides) from both sides and
pull straight out until second bracket clears rack guide.

3. Lift last bracket over rack guide. Pull up and out.
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